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ABSTRACT
T he A sym ptotic  B ehavior o f th e Integer Solutions  
of th e  R osenberger Equations
by
Kensaku Umeda
Dr. Arthur Baragar. Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Mathematics 
University of Nevada. Las Vegas
The Rosenberger equations are equations of the form: ax~ — bij~ — cz~ ~ dxyz. where 
the sets of coefficients (a. 6 . c. d) are all integers such that each of a. 6 . and c divides d. and 
the equations themselves have infinitely many integer solutions. Rosenberger has shown 
that there are only six such sets of coefficients: one of which is the Markoff equation. 
JT ~  y~ -r z~ = 'ixyz. Zagier investigated the asymptotic behavior of the integer solutions 
of the Markoff equation. In this paper, we apply Zagier s techniques to the Rosenberger 
equations and show that the number :V(T) of positive integer solutions that are bounded 
by T  is :V(T) =  C(logT)~ 4- O (logT(loglogT)-). where C  is an explicitly computable 
constant that depends on the equation.
m
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CHAPTER 1
THE MARKOFF EQUATION 
The Markoff equation is the equation: -r y- -r ; -  =  ix y z . This equation was first
studied by Markoff{9] because of its enriched application to Diophantine approximation. 
We. hereby, begin discussion with Diophantine approximation.
One may consider how closely an arbitrary irrational number, say d. may be approxi­
mated by rational fractions |  where p. y €  Z. According to Hurwitz[8 i. if 0 € R \  Q. there 
exist infinitely many fractions E with p. q €  Z such that
and that the constant ^  is best possible for an arbitrary &. Markoff!9|. furthermore, has 
indicated that we may improve the value of the consteint if 6 has some given conditions. 
Markoff investigated the behavior of zj{9) where
zo{9) = lim inf q I qd — p
p.q€Z
By the result of Hurwitz[8 j. it is known that 0 <  ~(0) < ^  if 5 e  S  \  Q. Moreover. 
Markoff[9î has shown that we may improve the bounds of =r(@) if the constant 9 is not 
rationally equivalent to or I. Two numbers 9 and a  are rationally equivalent if there 
exist p .q .r .s  G Z such that a  = where ps — qr ^  Q. According to Markoff[9). if 9
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is rationally equivalent to which is a root of 0- ^ — 1 =  0. then —(d) = -X. If.
however. 6 is not rationally equivalent to or I. then we may improve the value of
the constant to —(9) < Similarly, if ^ is rationally equivalent to y/2 — I. which is a 
root of 0- -r 20 — I =  0, then zo{9) =  and if 0 is not rationally equivalent to \/2  — 1.
or 1 . we may further improve the constant. In fact, there exist sequences 0i.0o. ■ - 
and C1 .C2 , — . such that if 0  is rationally equivalent to 0 ,. then ~ ( 0 ) =  c,. and if 0  is not 
rationally equivalent to 0 1 , 0 3 , • • -. 0,_i, then =-(0) <  c,. Markoff[9l has fiurther shown that 
there is an injective correspondence between the ordered pairs (0 ,.c,) and integer solutions 
to the Markoff equation, and that
lim c. =  i .
oc o
The sequence {c,} forms a portion of the so called Markoff spectrum, the portion larger 
than ÿ  For information on the full Markoff spectmm. we refer the reader to Cusick and 
Flahive[6 ].
The Markoff equation is quadratic in x. Given x~ ~  y- ~  z~ = 'ixyz. we may emphasize 
its quadratic nature as X~ — 3 yz X  — (y-4-z-) =  0. and this, indubitably, has two solutions, 
say X  and X' .  Knowing X - ^ X '  = 3yz.  a solution (x .y . z)  to the Markoff equation produces 
a new solution (3yz — x .y .  z). Similarly, we obtain two more maps:
Pi : (x . y . z )  — ( 3 y z - x . y . z ) .
f 3  : (x .y .z ) — (x.3xz —y.z).
y 3  : (%.P,z) — ( x .y .3 x y - z ) .
Using these three maps, and the obvious solution (1 .1 .1), we obtain the tree of solutions
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(2^9.169)
(13.134)
(2. 1. 1)
( 1.1 I)
Figure 1 . 1 : The Markoff Tree
shown in Figure 1.1. N'ow. we show that those solutions in the tree are all positive integer 
solutions to the Markoff equation. .\s the  tree in Figure 1 . 1  suggests, by the map ;^i, 
and !^ 3 , a triple (x. y , z )  ^ ( 1 . 1 . 1 ) generates two larger solutions and one smaller solution. 
We suppose x  < y < z and think of the Markoff equation as a  quadratic in z. We let
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f{Z )  = j r  -~y^ ^  z -  — 'ixyZ. Then.
f { y ) =  2y- ~ r x - ~  3xy- 
< iy -  -  3xy- 
< 3 y -( l  -X )
< 0.
This inequahty is strict unless x = y =  1 . Thus if (x.y) #  (1 . 1 ). then /(y ) < 0. Let 
z' = 3xy — z be the other root of f {Z)  = 0. Then, since f i Z )  is an ends up parabola 
that opens up. we know z' < y < z. That is. . 3^ (x .y . z) is smaller solution than (x.y. z). 
Thus, given an arbitrary positive integer solution (x.y. z). we may alwa\? find a smaller 
solution except when x =  y =  I. However, in this case, z = I or 2. and since both these 
solutions are in the tree generated by {1 , 1 . 1 ). we know that all positive integer solutions 
are in this tree. For this reason, we call the triple ( 1 . 1 . 1 ) the fundamental triple of the 
Markoff equation. This argument of decent was done by Markoffl9L and is summarized in 
Cassels[5j. an excellent reference.
Regarding the importance of the Markoff equation, there have been two obvious ques­
tions. The first question is now known as the unicity conjecture for Markoff numbers and 
was proposed by Frôbenius[7j in 1907. The unicity conjecture states that, for each positive 
integer m.  there exists at most one pair of integers (x.y) with 0 < x  < y < m  such that 
(x. y. m) is a  solution to  the Markoff equation. Note that solutions to the Markoff equation 
are symmetric in x. y. and z. so ordering the triple makes sense. Although computations 
indicate tha t this conjecture is almost certainly true, there is no known proof. Nonetheless. 
Baragar[2 ] has given a  partial solution to this conjecture: there exists at most one pair
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(x, y) such that x  < y  < rn, and if either m. 3m — 2. or 3m -f- 2 is prime, twice a prime, or 
four times a prime. Button[4) has improved the result and has shown that m is unique if 
m =  kp’' where p is prime and k* < m.
The second question is to  describe the growth of the number of Markoff numbers below 
an arbitrary given bound. For this question, Zagier[l3) has found the asymptotic behavior. 
Let M(T) be the number of Markoff numbers below a given bound T. He has shown that
( 1 -1 ) M(T) =  C(logT)= 4 - 0 ( lo g r ( lo g lo g D ')
where C  is an absolute constant and C  % 0.180717104711. We remark that there is a  typo 
in Zagier s paper regarding the value of C: the 7th decimeil digit of C  was omitted.
Mathematicians have studied a number of generahzations of the Markoff equation. For 
instance. Hurwitzf8 | generahzed the Markoff equation as follows:
Xq — Xi -i- • • • — x^ =  axoXi —  x„ where a 6  Z*.
Hurwitzl8 ] has investigated what conditions are necessary for the equation to produce 
infinitely many solutions. Let N{T)  be the number of positive integer solutions to the 
Markoff-Hurwitz equation with the largest component less than T.  Baragaril! has shown 
that
exists and a(n) depends only upon n. For n = 3 .  which is the Markoff equation. q(3) =  2. 
but thereafter. a (n ) is rarely an integer.
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Baragarf3|. has also investigated the asymptotic behavior of
x~ -r y~ -r z~ = axyz  — b where a . 6  €  Z. a > 1
which were first studied by Mordell[10. 1 1 ]. Baragar[3j has shown that the number of 
solutions ~a.b{T) below a given bound T  is either
1 ) empty:
2 ) not empty but finite, and this case occurs only if 6  is a perfect square:
3) infinite and either
а) ‘ta.b{T) =  12T -  O (v /T (lo g D -) if (a. 6 ) = (1.4) or (2 . 1 ):
б ) 'oJiiT) =  247' O ^ \/T (logT )-^ if (a . 6 ) =  ( l .s -  -  4) or (2 .s -  -  1 )
with s €  Z*:
c) or -;a.b{T) =  C(log T)- -f- O (log T(log log T)) where C  is computable.
In this paper, we investigate the asymptotic behavior regarding another sort of a general­
ized Msukoff equation, which we call the Rosenberger equations.
Rosenberger Equations 
De&nition. 1. The Rosenberger equations are equations of the form: ax~ ~  by- — czr — 
dxyz. where the sets of coeflficients (a. 6 . c. d) are all positive integers such that each of 
a. b. and c divide d. and the equations themselves have infinitely many integer solutions 
(x .y .z).
According to  Rosenberger[12}, there are only finitely many such sets of coeflttdents: in
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fact, there are only six. The following equations are the Rosenberger equations and their 
fundamental triples.
R i: X" -r y- -r z- =  xyz. (3.3.3).
Ro: X- -t- y- -r z- =  3xyz. ( 1 . 1 . 1 ).
R3 : x - ~  y- -r 2z- =  4xyz. ( 1 . 1 . 1 ).
R4 : x“ T- 2y" -r 3z" =  6 xyz. ( 1 . 1 . 1 ).
R s: X- 4- y- 4- 2z- =  2xyz. (2 . 2 . 2 ).
Re: X“ -r y ' -r oz~ =  oxyz. ( 1 . 2 . 1 ) and (2 . 1 . 1 )
Rosenberger] 12l has indicated the maps to derive all solutions to each equation as the 
generalization of those maps found for solutions to the Markoff equation:
01 : (x .y .z) — yz -  x .y .z ^  .
0 2  : (x .y .z) — ^x. xz -  y .z ^  .
0 3  : (x .y .z) — ^x .y . xy -  z^ .
As a result, we have trees of solutions to Rosenberger equations. Note that the fundamental 
triples for equations Ri and Rg generate three triples as a result of the maps defined by 
Rosenberger[1 2 } while the fundamental triples for the other equations generate only two 
triples. These trees are shown in Figure 1.2. 1.3. 1.4. 1.5. 1.6. 1.7. and 1 .8 . Because of the 
symmetry in some of these equations, portions of their trees of solutions are symmetric, 
and we have dropped these portions.
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(6.87 J 0 7 )
(1299.87.15)
(39 J . 102)
(6.87.15)
\ /  
(6 J J )
(3.6J)
(3J.6)
Figure 1 .2 : The Tree of Solutions for Eq. Rj with the Fundamental Triple (3.3.3)
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(Z29.169)
(13.IJ4)
(2. 1. 1)
(I.I.I)
Figure 1.3: The Tree of Solutions for Eq. Ro with the Fundamental Triple ( 1 . 1 . 1 )
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(1.17,29)
(59J349)
(U.2857.65)
(II.4 l.90l)
(IU .65)
(11.41.1)
( U . I )
(3.1.1)
( 1. 1. 1)
Figure 1.4: The Tree of Solutions for Eq. R3  with the Fundamental Triple ( 1 . 1 . 1 )
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( IJ .1 9 )
( 125.7 J )
(59.II77.5)
/ / ( I I .  1417.43)
/  (505^,43)(1.73)
(1131.681) 
/  (1753
(5.134.1331)
/  (7231.134.9)
(49.1.89)
(49.1322.9)
(53071.139)
/  (11671.14.139)(5.134.9)
(79.143211)
/  (79323.1)(49.1.9)
(5.14.139)
(5.1.9)
(79.14.1)
(5.14.1)
(5.1.
( 1.1. 1)
Figure 1.5: The Tree o f  Solutions for Eq. R4 with the Fundamental Triple (1. 1. 1)
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( 2 J 4 J 8 )
( 118.6.698)
( 1538.6, 130)
(22.82. 1802)( 118.6. 10)
(306.8 2 2 )
(22.822
(2.6. 10)
(2.6 2 )
\ ,
(6 2 2 )
(222)
Figure 1 .6 : The Tree of Solutions for Eq. R5  with the Fundamental Triple (2.2.2)
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(1.7^)
(14JÎ867.41)
/  (601.3.41)
(14.67.937)
/  (321.67.1)
(9.17327 J86)
/  (82981.43J86)
'  (206.43.8857)
/  (206.987.1)
(14J.41)
(14.67.1)
(9.763.6850)
/  (64846.763.17)(9.43J86)
(16W J05)
/  (161.13683.17)(206.43.1)
(9.763.17)
(9.43.1)
(161.2.17)
(13.1)
Figure 1.7: The Tree of Solutions for Eq. Rg with the Fundamental Triple (1 .2 . 1 )
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(3.601.41)
(2867.14.41)
/  (67.14.937)
(67J21.1)
43.82981J86)
/  (17327.9J86)(3.14.41)
(67.14.1) (43206.8857)
/  (987206.1)
(763.9.6850)
(43.9286) (763.64846.17)
(2.161205)
(13683.161.17)(3.14.1)
(763.9.17)
(2.161.17)
(2.9.17)
(2.9.1)
(2. 1. 1)
Figure 1.8: The Tree of Solutions for Eq. Rg with the Fundamental Triple (2 . 1 . 1 )
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Our Main Result
D efin ition  2. Let R„ be the n th  Rosenberger equation, and let R„(Z~) be the set of pos­
itive integer solutions to equation R^. For equation R„. we define the number of solutions 
below a given bound to be:
.V„(T) =  ({(x .y .r) E Rn(Z'^) :m ax{x.y .z} <  T}|.
The main result of this thesis is the following:
T heo rem  1 . The number Nn{T) o f solutions to a Rosenberger equation and below a given 
bound T  has the asymptotic formula
:V„(T) =  C„(logT)= ^  O ( lo g r( lo g lo g n -)
where C„ is the explicitly computable constant o f the nth Rosenberger equation. The values 
o f Cn are
Cl =  % 1.084302628266.
Cs =  Cg % 0.543809447296.
C4 % 0.554239131152.
Cg % 1.176103981434.
The observant reader might notice that Co is not equal to the constant C  of equation 1 . 1  
found by Zagier[l3j. This is because we are counting all solutions, not just ordered solu­
tions. Hence. Co =  6 C.
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Some Congruent Asymptotic Behaviors 
Since our purpose in this paper is to prove Theorem 1 . we a pnort must investigate the 
asymptotic behavior for six different Rosenberger equations. However. Lemma 2 followed 
by Theorem 3 shows that there are some congruent asymptotic growths, so that we only 
need to consider four of them. Moreover, since Zagier[13] has investigated the asymptotic 
behavior for equation Rg, knowing the result, we only need to consider three cases.
L em m a 2. .4 triple (x. y. z) is an integer solution to equation R2  i f  and only i f  (3x. 3j/. 3z ) 
IS an integer solution to equation R^. Likewise, a triple ( x .y .z )  is an integer solution to 
equation R3  if  and only i f  (2x.2y.2z) is an integer solution to equation R5 .
Proof If the triple (x .y . z) is an integer solution to equation Ro. then 9x" — 9y~ — 9z" = 
27xyz. Therefore.
(3x)- -  (3y)- -  (3z)- =  (3x)(3y)(3z).
Thus, the triple (3x. 3y. 3z) is an integer solution to equation Ri. Conversely, if a triple 
(x .y .z) is an integer solution to equation R[. then ^  ^  ~  ^  Hence.
Therefore, the triple ( f - 3 . f )  is a solution to equation Ro- Xote that if (x .y .z) is an 
integer solution of equation Ri. then 3 divides each of x. y. and z. so is. in
fact, an integer triple. To see this, note that the fundamental solution to equation Rt 
is (3.3.3); see Figure 1.2. and that the congruence to zero modulo 3 for all solutions to 
equation Rt. is preserved by the branch operations, so every integer solution to equation R% 
has components equivalent to 0 modulo 3.
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Similarly, if a triple (x, y .x )  is an integer solution to equation R3 , then 4x^—4 /^- — = 
16xt/z, thus
(2 x)- 4- (2 y)- -r 2 (2 x)- =  2 (2 x)( 2 y)(2 z).
As a  result, a triple {2x.2y,2z)  is the solution to equation R5 . On the other hand, if a 
triple (x .y ,z )  is an integer solution to equation R5 . then ^  -r ^  -i- Ç  =  ^ .  Thus.
' \  2
( I ) - 4 1 ) - ( I )  m m
Therefore. ( | ,  is a  solution to R3 . Furthermore. (2,2.2) is the fundamental triple to 
equation R5 . Since parity is preserved by the branch operations, all solutions to equation R5  
are even, so ( f . f)  is. in fact, an integer solution to R3 . □
The growth rate of numbers of solutions to equations Ri and Ro below a given bound is 
logarithmic, thus Lemma 2 implies that numbers of solutions to equations R% and Rn below 
a given bound are as)"mptotically equi\nlent. and the same may be said for equations R3  
and R5 . Theorem 3 demonstrates this.
T h e o re m  3. Let A\(T) and .V2 (7 ') be numbers o f solutions below a given bound for equa­
tions Ri and Ro. respectively. Then. Ni(T)  =  XziT)  — 0(log7'(loglog7')~) and Ci =
Proof. By Zagier[13j. it is known that .VolT) =  CoClogT)” — 0(logT '(loglog7')“) where 
C2  % 1.084302628266. Xow. by Lemma 2. we know that
:V,(T) =  .V, ( I )
=  C2  (log  ( I ) )  ^  O ^log ( I )  (loglog ( I ) )  ^
=  C o(logr -  log 3)“ -r O ((logT -  log3) (log(logT — log3})~)
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=  CoCIog T)~ — 2Co log r lo g  3 — C 2  log^ 3 -r O (log T  (log log 7 l ')
=  C o(iogr)- ^  o ( io g r ( io g io g r )4  
=  N2{T) ~  o ( io g r ( io g io g r )4 .
Thus, Cl =  Co. Z
Using a  similar argument, we may conclude that C 3  = C 3 .  once we establish the first 
part of Theorem 1 .
The EucUd Tree
We define the Euclid Tree to be the tree generated by the branching operations
\ i  : (s. t. u) —» (f — u.t. u).
\ 2  : (s . t .u )  — (s .s  —u.u).
\ 3  : (s .t .u )  — ( s . t . s ~ t ) .
and rooted at ( 1 . 1 . 2 ). Note tha t, if (s. t. u) is in the Euclid tree and u =  max{s. f. u). then 
u =  s - r f  and x^is.t. u) = (s .t .u ) .  so we may ignore this branch. A similar remark may be 
made for s =  max{s. 1 . u} and t = max{s.t. u}. Thus, the Euclid tree is a 2-branch tree. 
We denote this tree with € 1 .1  and depict it in Figure 1.9. If (s. f. s — t) is in the Euclid 
tree, then gcd(s.t) =  1 . and going down the tree is the Euclidean algorithm. This is why 
we call this tree the Euclid tree.
We also consider a similar tree rooted a t (q. J . q  -r J) where a  and 3  are two arbitrary 
positive real numbers. We denote this tree with €a.j and depict it in Figure 1.10. In our
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\ /  \ / \ / \ /
(1,3,4) (5,3,2) (3,5,2) (3,1,4)
(1,3,2) (3,1.2)
( 1. 1,2)
Figure 1.9: The Euclid Tree with the Root ( 1 .1 .2)
study of the Rosenberger equations, we will need to count the number of elements of the 
Euclid tree with the root (a . J . q  +  3) and bounded by T. Thus, we first define
Ec.j(T) =  I { (s .t.u ) €  €c.j : m ax{s.t. u} < r } |.
Fortunately. Zagier[l3l has already estimated the value of this fimction.
\ / \ / \ / \ /
(o,2a+p,3a+p) (3a+ 2^ a+ p ,a+ p ) (a+2p,2a+3p,a+P) (a+2p,p.a+3p)
V /  
(ct,2a+p,a+p) (a+2p,p,a+P)
(o.p,a+P)
Figure 1.10: The Euclid Tree with the Root (q. 3. a  -i- J)
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T h eo rem  4 (Z ag ier). Let T . a . 3 be positive real numbers. The estimation for  Eq j(T') 
with the root (q. 3 .a  3) is given by:
3 T^
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CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS 
Before we derive the asymptotic formula in Chapter 3. we must find crude bounds on 
is because if we know is bounded by some positive real numbers, then
tha t helps us investigate the asymptotic behavior of A'„(T'). To find the bounds, we need 
fundamental knowledge regarding Rosenberger equations.
L em m a 3. Suppose x . y . and z are large. Then.
dxyz  < ax~ — o(x") if  x  = m ax{x.y.c}.
dxyz <by- ^  o(y-) if y = max{x. y. z}.
dxyz < cz~ ~  o(z~) if  z = max{x. y. r | .
Proof. Suppose x. y. and z are large, and suppose x =  m ax{x.y.z}. From dxyz = 
ax~ -t- by- — cz". we obtain that
dxyz < (a — 6  — c)x“.
So. yz  < X ( —^ ^ ). Therefore, we may assume that yz <  xL  where L = Further­
more. this result implies that, for y and z large. xL  is much larger than yz. Thus.
by~ 4- cz" <  c
21
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Therefore, a z r -rby--hcz~ < a i^ -ro (x -). Finally, this yields dxyz < a i^-ro{jr).  Similarly, 
if y =  max{x. y. z}. we are able to deduce dxyz < by- ~o{y-). Likewise, dxyz < cz- — o(z~ ) 
given z =  max{x. y. z}. Z
L em m a 6 . Let ki = - i - .  Ato =  and kz =  - i - .  For x.  y. z large, we obtain thatvbc  -  yjoc v a b  ^  ^
(2 . 1 ) logAray-r logfcaz =  logA:iX-r o(l) i f  x =  max{x.y. z}.
(2 .2 ) logk \x  -1- log fco- =  log fcoy -i- o( 1 ) if y =  max{x.y. z}.
(2.3) log Atix -r log Aroy =  log taz  — o( 1 ) i f  z = max{x. y. z}.
Proof W'e first assume that x = m ax(x. y. z}. For any arbitrary solution (x .y .z ) to a 
Rosenberger equation, we have the trivial inequality ax~ < dxyz. Thus, by using this 
result and the result in Lemma 5. we have ax- < dxyz < aar — o(x^). Hence.
X < yz <  x (I -  o( D).
logArix < log Art yz < logArtx -  log(l -  o(I)).
Note that (^) Atj =  AroA'a; the constants Art. Ar>. and ki have been chosen to satisfy this, as 
well as equations ( j )  Att =  k\ki  and (g) Ara =  AtiAto. Thus.
logk ix  < log Aroy -r- log Araz <  log Atix — log ( 1  — o( 1  ) ).
Hence, it is now sufficient to show tha t log (l -r o(l)) =  o(l). To do so. note that =
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1  -i- X -r x“ -r .... for jx| <  1. Integrating both sides, we obtain that
X "  x ^- I o g ( I  -  x) =  Co-f-X-r —  -r y  -r .... |x| <  I
where cq is the constant of the integration. By letting x =  0 . we find cq =  0. Therefore, 
this implies that
j r  x^
log ( 1 — x) =  —X —  ------ —  .... |x) < 1.
If we let X =  o(l). then we obtain log( 1 -r o(I)) =  o(l). This shows that equation (2.1) 
holds. The other two equations (2.2) and (2.3) may be shown by similar arguments. □
The results in Lemma 6  suggests tha t there exists a relationship between the Rosen­
berger trees and the Euclid tree.
\  /  \  /  \  /  /  \  . \  '
( U J )  tllX .1) (5.1.9) (S.I4.1) ( t j .4 )  (5JX ) (3.5.;) (3.1.4)' \ / \ f
' , /  i  ■ '
l t x . l l  (5.1.1) ( IJX )  (3.1X)
(I.t.l) (t.lX)
/
Figure 2.1: The Tree of Solutions for Equation R4  and the Euclid Tree.
D efin ition  3. Let 91 be a tree of solutions to  a  Rosenberger equation, and let Ci.i be the 
Euclid tree. Define : 91 — (£1 .1  to be the map that sends nodes in the Rosenberger tree 
to corresponding nodes in the Euclid tree.
For example, for R„ =  R 4 ,  as in Figure 2.1. we have <&(5.1 .1 ) — (3.1.2). '^(11.2.1) =
(5 .3 .2 ). and so on. Lemma 6  suggests th a t may be approximated by the map (x. y. z) —►
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(log kix. log A-oy. log kiz).
Finally, in order to investigate the lower bound and the upper bound of the ratio, it is 
crucial to distinguish the difference between the maximal value of a triple in a Rosenberger 
tree and the maximal value of the corresponding triple in the EucUd tree.
D efinition 4. Let ^ { x .y . z )  = (s .t.u ).  Define max*{x.y.z} to be x if ni£ix{s.f.u} =  s .  
y if max{s. t. u} =  t. and z if max{s. t. u} =  u.
Note that m ax{x.y.z} =  max*{x.y.z} in many cases, but there are exceptions. For 
example, for one of the fundamental triples of equation Rg. we have m ax{1.2.1 } = 2 but 
m ax*{I.2.I} =  I since '5(1.2.1) =  (1.1.2).
Lem m a 7. I f  (x .y .z )  is a positive integer solution to equation R3 or R.j. then
max{x.y.z} =  mtix*{x.y. z}.
I f  (x. y. z) IS a positive integer solution to equation Rg with x = 1  and y =  1 . then
max{x. y.z} =  m ax*{x.y.z}.
Proof. We look at the case when (x.y. z) is a solution to equation Rg. and leave the other 
cases to the reader. Suppose x <  y < z. Let
f ( Z )  =  5Z- — 5xyZ -r (x- -  y-) .
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Then, / (z )  = 0 . Consider.
r /  \ 'yf{y) = oy- -  oxy- -r X- -r y- 
<  (7 -  5x)y-
with equaUty only if x =  y. Thus, if x >  2. then /(y )  <  0 . so z' =  xy — z must be smaller 
than y. Hence. 0 3  gives decent, so z =  m ax '{x.y . z}.
If X <  z <  y. then we let
f { Y )  = Y - ~  5 x :Y  -  (x- 4- 5z-) .
Then.
/(z )  <  (7 -5 x )z - .
Therefore, again, if x > 2. then /(z )  <  0. thus 1/  = 5xz — y <  z < y. Hence. 0 2  gives 
descent, so m ax{x.y.z} =  max*{x.y.z}. The other four cases are similar to one of these 
two cases. H
The Lower Bound 
In this section, we find a lower bound for the ratio log^ T
T heorem  8.
Proof. Let (xo.yo.zo) be a fimdamental solution to a  Rosenberger equation. We define 
A so tha t A =  max|log(AiXo).log(A 2 ÿo)r Note tha t A > 0. Let (x .y .z ) be
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an arbitrary solution in the tree generated by (xQ.ya.zo). and let '5(x.y. :) =  [s.t.u]  so 
(s. f. u) is an element in the Euclid tree. VVe claim that
(2.4)
and prove this using mathematical induction. For the base case, we use the fundamental 
triple (x .y ,z ) =  (xo,yo.-o)- Since '5(xo.yo.zo) =  ( 1 . 1 . 2 ). we have: 1  >  \ >
logifcaiw) 2  >  Thus, inequalities (2.4) hold for the base case. Now. we assume
that inequalities (2.4) hold for an arbitrary triple (x '.y '. z').
Then, we must show that the two triples generated from the triple (x '.y '. z') also satisfy 
inequalities (2.4). We. therefore, have to consider the three cases: x ' =  m ax"{x'.y'.z'}. 
y' =  max*{x'. y '.z '} . and z' =  max"{x'. y'. z'}. We suppose that x ' = m ax '{x '.y '. z'}. Let 
'^(x'. y'. z'} =  (s', t'. u') so that s' = t' -r u'. W'e consider the two branches of (x'. y'. z'):
(x '.y" .z ') (s '.s ' +  u '.u ')
'5 ; (x '.y '. z')   [s ' . t ' .u )
(x '.y '.z") is ' . t ' . s ' - ^ t ' )
Consider the triple (x '.y". z'). Since b(y")~ < dx'y"z'. it follows that y" < ( j )  x'z'. Multi­
plying by At > 0 . we obtain:
W )  <  ( ^ )  x'=' =  ^  ( I )  x'=' =  ( ^ )  ( ^ )  X ' : '  =  *:,fc,xx'.
Hence, it vields that
logAgy"  ^ logAix' logAaz' , , ,
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where, in the above, we have used our inductive hypothesis. The arguments for the 
other branch and the cases when y' or z' =  m ax"{x'.y '.z '} are similar. Consequently, if 
inequalities (2.4) are true for some triple (x '.y '.z ')  in the tree generated by (xg.yo. zo). 
then it is true for its branches. Hence, by mathematical induction, it is true for all triples 
in the tree generated by (xq, yo- zo).
We are now ready to estimate the lower bound of the ratio. First of all. for the case of 
the Markoff equation. Zagierf 13) has proven the following;
For the non-Markoff case, we first define
V ;(T ) =  I {(x.y.z) € R„(Z'^) : max{A*iX. Aoy. Aaz} < T}\
where R„ is n th  Rosenberger equation, and R„(Z~) is the set of positive integer solutions 
to equation R„. By using inequalities (2.4) and applying Theorem 4. we obtain
(2.6) .V„"(D >  Ei.i
To see this, let $ (x .y .z )  =  (s .t .u ) .  and m ax{s.f.u} <  Then, it follows that
log k ix  log T
Thus.
Atx <  T.
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Similarly. Aoy < T. k^z < T, so for every element in the Euclid tree that is bounded 
by there is an element of the Rosenberger tree that is bounded by T. Thus, the 
inequality (2.6) is true. Therefore.
r —oc log" T  T—oc log"T
>  j r ( ! ^ ) - - 0 ( ^ ) - 0 ( ( i ^ ) l o g ( ! ^ ) )
T—oc log^ T
« "  2  A
Then, we choose (a.b.c.d) so that A is maximal in inequality (2.7). and this occurs when 
(a.b.c.d) =  ( 1 .1 .5 .5 ). Thus, we have:
Since a <  6  < c. we have ki < ko < A3 . Thus, if max{Aix. Aoy. Asz} < T. then we 
have max{Aix.Aty.Atz} < T. so m ax{x.y.z} < Hence. > X '{T ) .  Since
log^ T >  0. this yields
(2,9) ^
l o r r  -  l o r T
Let u =  jL Then, consider:
liminf =  liminf
r —oc log^r ■»—«  log- (Aiu)
-V„(u)=  liminf
u—oc (logu-r log AO-
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(2.10) =  liminf *^ ”1“-.
u—oc log" u
Hence, by comparing equations (2.5), (2.8), (2.9). and (2.10). we obtain the lower bound 
for the ratio. Thus.
liminf =  l i m i n f >  lim inf >  0.1173.r —oc log" T  T —3c log" T  r —oc log^T
The Upper Botmd
We. now. investigate the upper bound of the ratio. If we treat the investigation case by 
case, there are several cases. First of all. we have equations R3 . R4 . and Rg. Moreover, there 
would be three cases for each equation; when x  = max‘{x. y. z}. when y — max*{x.y. z}. 
and when z =  max*{x.y.z}. Each case may be investigated by a particular method 
except this method, as we shall point out. is not quite applicable to equation Rg when 
y = m ax '{x .y .z}  or z =  m ax'{x.y. z}. Therefore, a modification of the method is 
required for these particular cases. Because of this reason, it is necessary to treat the 
investigation case by case.
Theorem  9.
V (71limsup — <  14.7913. 
r-oc  log"T -
Proof. For the first case, let us investigate the upper bound of the solutions to equation R 3 .  
We first suppose that x  =  max*{x.y.z} = m ax{x.y.z}. By the proof of Lemma 5. we 
know that x — (^ ) yz >  0 where L = =  1 . Thus, it yields that x  — yz >  0 .
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Consider the product
(x -  3yz)(x -  yz) =  x" -  4xyz -  3y"z-
=  X- -  (X- -  y- ^  2z-) -  3y-z-
=  3y-z- -  y- -  2z-
(2 . 1 1 ) = 2 z 4 y " - i ) - y 4 - " - i ) .
Now. by observing Figure 1.4. we may assume that y >  1 and z >  1 . Hence, inequal­
ity (2.11) is nonnegative. Since x — yz >  0. it yields x — 3yz >  0 . Thus.
X >  3yz.
By symmetry, then
y >  3xz.
If z =  max’{x.y.z} =  max{x. y.z}. we again know that z — xy >  0 . By symmetry, we 
may assiune that z > y > x. Then, x  > I and y > 3: see Figure 1.5. Thus.
ox-y-
b x '.r
5ary* jt  y-
=  - 1 ) +  ^ ( r  -  9)
> 0 .
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Since z — xy  > 0 implies tha t z — ( j)  xy  > z — x y  > 0. vie conclude that
= 2 ( 1 ) xy.
We use these to show
, ^  Iog(v/5x)  ^ ^  log(Voy) . ^  Iog(3z)
‘ - - S Î 7 T -  b E W
where ' i { x .y .z )  = (s .t .u ) .  We prove this using mathematical induction. So. let us 
observe the injective relationship between the tree of solutions for equation R3  and the 
tree of solutions for the Euclidean algorithm. For the base case, we use the fundamental
/  \  /  \  / /  \  ' \  / \
( t J X )  ( t U . I I  ( 3 . I J )  O . t l .M  ( S J X l  I3X .2) (3 .1 .4)
\\  /
\ /  ' ' JL \ /
( I X .I )  (3 .1 .1 ) ( I J X )  (3 .1X )
\ /  \ /
( I . t . l )  (I.IX )
Figure 2.2: The Tree of Solutions for Equation R3  and the Euclid Tree.
triple (1.1.1). Since ^ ( 1 . 1 . 1 ) =  (1.1.2). inequality (2.12) is clearly satisfied. Then, 
we assume that inequalities (2.12) are satisfied for an arbitrary solution (x '.y '.z ') .  Let 
'5(x '.y '. z') =  ( s ' . f .u ') .  We first assume that x ' =  m ax'{x'. y'. z'}. and we consider the
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two branches of (x'. y', Y):
{x'. y". :') ( s', s' -r u'. u')
V&: (x \y '.z ')    ( s ' . t ' . n ' ) C 3
ix',j/.=") [s'.f'.s '-i-t')
Then, consider the triple (x '.y " .z '). By knowing y" > 3x'z'. it yields that
V, , , , ^  log (Vox') log (3z') log(3\/5x 'z') ^  Iog(Voy")r  = S  - i - U  <  ---------= ----1--------- r=- =   ;=- < - -------- =— .
log \/3  log y/3 log y/3 log \/3
where, in the above, we have used our inductive hypothesis. The arguments for the 
other branch and the cases when y' or z' =  m ax*{x'.y'.z'} are similar. Consequently, if 
inequalities (2 . 1 2 ) are true for some triple [x'.y '.z ')  for equation R3 . then it is true for 
its branches. Hence, by mathematical induction, it is true for all triples in the tree of 
Figure 1.4. Suppose tha t m ax{x.y.z} < T. Then.
Therefore.
XsiT)  _  ELI ( ^ + 2 ) 
l o g - r -  lo g - r
It vields tha t
, ,  E ,' ( % r ^ - )
" T Z "  t a ? T  -  “T  — t o ? ? —
T ~ x  log^T r —oc log" r
, ^ o ( ( ^ + 2 ) l o g ( ^ . ^ 2 ) )  
r —OC log^T
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12
■ - -  log" 3 T—oc log^ T
. 12
~7r21og^3
%L00T4.
Similarly, we shall investigate the upper bound of the ratio for equation R,. We first
suppose that x  = max*{x.y.z} =  m ax{x.y.z}. Then, we may assume that y > I. z > I.
and X — yz > 0 . Consider.
(x — 5yz)(x — yz) =  x^ — 6 xyz — 5y"z"
= x= -  (X- -  2y- 4- 3z=) -  5y-z- 
=  5y-z- -  2y- -  3z"
= 3 z - ( y = - l ) - 2 y 4 - - - l )
> 0 .
Thus.
X > 5yz.
If y = max*{x.y. z} =  max{x.y. z}. we may assume that x  > 1 . z >  1 . and y — xz > 0. 
Similarly, it impUes that
(y — 2xz)(y — xz) =  y" — 3xyz — 2x"z"
T /X= T 3Z=\ ^ , T=  y- -  ( — ^  y- -  —  1 -  2 x-z-
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=  — (-r" - 1 ) 4 -  ^ { y ~  — 1)
> 0 .
Thus, y — xz > 0 yields
y > 2xz.
If z =  max"{x.y,z} =  m ax{x.y .z}. we also assume that z — xy >  0. lu this case, there 
are two possibilities which are z >  y > x and z > x > y. First, we consider the case of 
z > y >  X. From Figure 1.5. we know that x > 1 and y > 2. so
V
3jry-  X* 2 jr
'  ~ i  T  ~  ~
=  -  1 ) -  “  -t)
>  0 .
By the assumption, it implies that z — ( f ) xy > z — xy > 0. thus z >  (?) xy. On the other 
hand, if z > x > y. then x  >  5 and y >  1; see Figure 1.5. Thus.
(-■ -  ( I )  (-■ -  ( I ) 25
V 3 3 J  25
9ary2 or 2 %r
25 3 ~ F
•’ix x2
=  -  25) -r y ( y -  -  1 )
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>  0.
Whence, the assumption z — (A) x y  > z — xy  > 0 implies that z >  ( | )  xy. Combining 
these two inequalities, we have
-- >  (I) XV.
Now. suppose that '5 ( i .y ,z )  =  [s .t .u ) .  We claim that
(2.14)
log v/3 log \/3  log \/3
To see this, we again observe the injective relationship between the tree of solutions for 
equation R4  and the tree of elements in the Euclidean tree as in Figure 2.3. For the base
\ /  \ /  \  . '  . /  \ . '  \ / '  \  ' , 
(IZ_5) lU Z . l l  (5.1.9) (5.14.1) (1 J .4 )  (5Z Z ) (3Z Z ) (3.1.4)
\  /  \  ' / \
\  /  ' J L  \  ■
(IZ .1 ) (5.1.1) (1.3Z) (3.1Z)
\  /  '
(1.1.1) ( I .IZ )
Figure 2.3: The Tree of Solutions for Equation R4  and the Euclid Tree.
case, we use the fundamental triple ( 1 . 1 . 1 ). Since '5 (1 .1 . 1 ) =  ( 1 . 1 .2). inequality (2.14) 
is satisfied. Then, we assume that inequalities (2.14) is true for an arbitrary solution 
{x '.y '.z '). We assume that x' =  m ax*{x'.y '.z'}. and we consider the two branches of
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(x '.y '.z '):
(x '.y". z') (s', s ' +  u'. u')
: ( x ' . y ' . z ' X ^    (s '.( '.u ')
(x '.y '. z") (s', f '.s ' -r f'l
Then, consider the triple (x '.y " .z ') . By knowing y" > 2x'z'. we conclude that
t" =  s' +  u' <  ( y/^x') ^  log ( \/IQz') _  log ( y/SOx'z') ^  (°g ( y  V )
~  log \/Z log \/3  log n/3 “  log \/3
where, in the above, we have used our inductive hypothesis. The arguments for the 
other branch and the cases when y' or z' =  m ax '{x '.y '. z'} are similar. Consequently, if 
inequalities (2.14) are true for some triple (x '.y '.z ')  for equation Rj. then it is true for 
its branches. Hence, by mathematical induction, it is true for all triples in the tree of 
Figure 1.5. Therefore, we obtain that the upper bound of almost identical to the upper 
boimd in (2.13) except the 4-2 is replaced as the 4-1. Nonetheless, the terms involved 
these constants converges to  0 as the denominator log’ T  grow sufficiently large. Hence, 
to obtain the upper bound for the ratio, the rest of the argument is identical as we have 
shown for equation R3 . Thus, we obtain that
We. at last, investigate the upper bound of the ratio for equation Rg with L =  4. 
Although there are two fundamental triples for equation Rg. we note that these two trees 
are symmetric to each other. Thus, without loss of generality, we consider the tree with 
the fimdamental triple (1 ,2 ,1). We first suppose tha t x =  max‘{x.y .z} — m ax{x.y,z}.
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so X — (=) yz  >  0. By observing the tree in Figure 1.7. we may assume that y > 2 and 
z >  1 . So.
( x  -  ( I )  V=) ( x  -  ( } )  V-') =  X -  3X 3,-- -  ^
=  X" — ( l -  -r y- — 5z-) -r ~
9y-z-
=  ^ ( r - 4 ) - y - { z - - l )  
> 0.
Since x — (I)  yz >  0 . it yields x — (^) yz >  x — (I)  yz >  0 . thus.
-  (D
We. now. suppose that y =  max*{x. y. z}. This case is different from those we have already- 
studied. and we deal with it in two cases: the case when x =  1 and when x == 1. If x #  1. 
then y = max{x. y. z} by Lemma 7. If x =  1 . by observing Figure 1.7. we claim that
(2.15) y >  3z.
To see this, consider the branch operations:
• • • ---- ( l .y .z )-----  ( l .y ,y  — z) —  (1.4y -  5z.y -  z) —  - - -.
This gives a sequence ( l ,y„z ,)  with y* =  m ax'{x, y ,z}. yt =  3. zi =  1 . y,_; =  5z, — y,.
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and z,+i =  4z, — yt- Then, note that
T _ Toyz > y  -r oz 
4yz — 5z" > y- — yz
Hence, it implies that
4y -  5z y  >  —.
y -  z z
Therefore, when x =  1 , we have ^  Thus, inequality (2.15) is true. On the other
hand, if x #  1  with y =  max’ {x ,y .z} . by observing Figure 1.7. we note that x >  9 and 
z >  1 . Therefore.
(" ■ ( j )  "  ( 5 )  "
8 6 x:z-
81
T . T T _ T. 86X "  Z "= y- -  (x- -  y- -  0 Z-) -
81
8 6 x^z=
81 - X - - 5 Z -
OZ*” o O ')
= — (x- -8 1 )  - x - ( z -  -  1 )
>  0.
Since y — (=) xz > y — (=) xz > 0 . we may conclude that y >  ( y )  xz. Now. y >  ( y )  xz > 
3xz. so for y =  max’{x.y. z}. we always have
y >  3xz.
Lastly, we consider the case: z =  max*{x,y.z}. If x  1 . then z =  m ax{x.y.z} by 
Lemma 7. So. z > ( | )  xy. If x  =  1. then this inequality does not work, for instance, for
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the fimdamental triple ( 1 . 2 . 1 ). In this case, we claim that
(2.16) -- >  ( i )  V.
To see this, consider the branch operations:
• • • ----- ( l .y .z )    (1.ÔZ — y.z) ---- (1.5z -  y.4z -  y)   - - - .
This gives a  sequence (l.y^.Zj) with z_, = max'{l.y_,. z^}. yi = 2.zi = 1 . y^_i = 5z  ^ — y .^ 
and Zj+i = -Izj — y .^ Note that
oyz > oz — y
4yz -  y- > 5z- -  yz
y o z -  y 
— > 4z -  y
Hence.
t o
~j -jo-i
Thus, when x =  1 . we have ^  ^  where ^  = 2. Therefore, we have inequality (2.16).
Combining the inequality (2.16) with z > (=) xy when x #  1 . we always have, for z = 
max’ {x.y. z}.
- - > Q ) x v .
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Now. suppose '5(x.y. z) =  (s. f. u). \ \ e  daim  that 
, 2 . 1 - ,
log y #  l o g / i  l o g / ï
\Ve observe the injective relationship between the tree of solutions for equation Rg with its 
fundamental solution (1 .2 . 1 ) and the tree of solutions in the EucHd tree as in Figure 2.4. 
For the base case, we use the fundamental triple (1.2.1). Since *5(1.2.1 ) =  ( 1 . 1 . 2 ).
\  /  \  /  \  /  \  /  \  '  \  /  \  ' /
( U Z )  < U Z .l»  ,9 .4 3 .0  (9Z.1T) , 1 J .4 )  rS J Z )  l3 Z Z ) ,3.1.4,
\  /  ' '  '  ^  ^
( I J . I )  (9 Z .l l  I1.3Z) I3 .IZ )
/
IIZ .1 ) i I . IZ )
Figure 2.4: The Tree of Solutions for Equation Rg and the Euclid Tree.
inequalities (2.17) is true. Then, we assume that inequalities ( 2.17) is true for an arbitrary 
solution (x '.y '.z '). Suppose first that x ' =  m ax '(x '.y '. z'}. and we consider the two 
branches of (x '.y '.z '):
(x '.y ''.z ')  ( s '.s ' +  u'. u')
'5 : ( x .y .z ')  —  (s', f'. u')
(x '.y '.z") ( s ' . t ' . s '+ t')
Consider the triple (x '.y".z '). Since y" >  3x'z'. it implies that
f" = s '-h u '
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^iog(yfx') log(yfz')
log log
^  °^g(y/iyf =^0
lo g ^ /f
<  log ( H I )  %/')
l o g ^ f
<  lo g ((# ) l/ ')
l o g ^ ï
where, in the above, we have used our inductive hypothesis. The arguments for the 
other branch and the cases when y' or d  =  m ax"{x'.y '.z'} are similar. Consequently, if 
inequalities (2.17) are true for some triple (x '.y '.z ')  for equation Rg. then it is true for 
its branches. Hence, by mathematical induction, it is true for all triples in the tree of 
Figure 1.7. Thus, let m ax{x.y.z} <  T. and ^ (x .y . z) =  (s .t .u ).  then
l o g ( T f r )  
m ax{s.t. u} <  ---------- p — .
l o g \ / î
By applying Theorem 4. we obtain the following inequality:
.Vg(r) _  -  ' ' Y )
l o r r  -  l o r r
Note that we multiply the numerator by 2 because for equation Rg since there are two 
symmetric trees of solutions: see Figure 1.7 and 1 .8 . Then.
lunsup - ^  <  hm sup
r-oc l o r r  r —oc l o r r
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^ (  2 1ogr^los(Ç )V
lim r—oc
-r ^im O 
24
" - l o r  (I)
14J913.
log-r
Hence, we have the conclusion:
-V3(r) _  :\4(T)  ^ .V«m
lo g ^ r -  iog=r '  l o r T < 14.7913.
Furthermore, according to Zagier[13|. we know that < 1.4082. Thus, in general
^  < " '7913.
The Crude Bounds
C o ro lla ry  10. For any Rosenberger equation, the ratio is bounded an
V (T)
0.1173 < < 14.7913.log-r
Proof. The proof is trivial according to Theorem 8  and Theorem 9.
Therefore, the ratio is bounded, and it is bounded away from 0 . In the next
chapter, we will use these crude bounds to find the precise as>Tnptotic formulae given in 
Theorem 1 .
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CHAPTER 3
SEARCHING FOR AN ASYMPTOTIC FORMULA 
In the previous chapter, we approximated the function with the map (x. y. 
(log k ix . log koy. log k^z). In this chapter, we use a refined approximation, the map
(x .y .c ) -* (/i(x )./2 (y )./3 (c ))
such that
(3.1) / ,  (f(D) =  log (
where i € {1.2.3} and v(i) =  ( x .y .z )  with v(i) indicating ith  element of v. The function 
/ ,  {v(i)) arises for the following reason. Let ( x q .  y. z) be any arbitrary solution to a  Rosen­
berger equation where the value of xq is fixed. Then, the branch of the tree with xq fixed 
looks like
- ■ • —  ^xo- y. —  ^xq. y.
—  ( x o . ^ ( ^ - r ) - y . ^ - - - ) ----------- .
43
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Note tha t the action of the composition on y and z may be represented by the matrix 
operation:
( ê )  - ^ 0 - 1  -  i t )  - T o y ( ( & )  - T o  -  l )  1 /  -  ( f )  - T o Z
( c ) ^ 0 - ( c )  ^oy -  =
Thus, in the long run. multiplication by this matrix begins to look like multiplication by 
its largest eigenvalue. We solve for the eigem-alues:
det (ê) -^ 0 " - 1 - A  
(4)zo
-  (s) ^ 0
— 1  —
We let this equal zero, and obtain
<Px
- 2 ±
>^xo =
fci-gp -  2 ±  v/AqfxslArfxg -  4)
kixo ±  \Jfc^x^ — 4
W'e take the larger value for A^ q. and this explains our choice of f i  (x) =  ? log A^  Similarly.
x „  =  ( à î Z ^ p E Ï
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The map (x. y. z) — [ fi  (x ) . /o (y ) . /s  (-)) gives a better approximation to than the map 
(x .y .z ) — (log t^x. log toy. log tsz). To see this, let us suppose logfraz = logA'ix — log Aoi/- 
Then. tgz =  Arifcoxy. so ^  Therefore.
cz~ =  dxyz.
This is not a very good approximation to the equation ax^ — by- — cz* =  dxyz. On the
I _ I
other hand, suppose /a (z) =  f i  (x) -r f s i z ) .  Then. A; =  A^Ay. Note that Ai — A^  - =  Ar%x.
I _ I I
Aÿ -r Ay - =  fcoy. and A| -r A- - =  6 3 Z. Thus.
ax- -  by- ~  cz- -  dxyz  =  ^  ^A| -r Aj^ j  ~  ^  {^y ~  "  p  (/V -  A7 ^^
=  ( Ai -r Aj ‘ — 2  -r Ay -r Ay  ^ — 2  — A; — Ar ‘ — 2)(p
-  (Aj. -r A j' — Ay T A“  ^ — — Ar‘ -  2 )
A a b c
Furthermore, by symmetry, if / i  (x) -  /a (z) =  /o (y) or f i  (x) -  /a (y) -  /a (z). then we 
obtain the same equation. Thus, the map from a tree of solutions to the equation
/o ■* t  j  Aabc(3.2) ax- — by- — cz- — dxyz  =  —
a~
to a Euclid tree is exactly ^ (x .y . z) =  ( /i (x ) . /> (y ) . /a (z)).
For further discussion, ordering a  triple is necessary. Hence, we shall define the order 
of a  triple. By observing Figure 2.2. 2.3. and 2.4. a  function $  maps any given arbitrary
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solution (x .y .z ) of a Rosenberger equation to an arbitrât}' solution [s.t. u) of the EucÜd 
algorithm. Then, we define o =  max’ {x.y.z}. and
if g = X. then p =  min *{y.z} and q =  m ax’{y.z}.
if g = y. then p =  min ’{x. z} and q =  max '{x. z}.
if q = - .  then p =  min ’{x. y} and q =  m ax’{x.y}.
^From now on, we modify* the definition of / ,  (i-'(i)) when it is necessary. We de­
fine a function /  as we have defined in (3.1) but replace i as i € {p. q. q} and c{i) as
v{i) = i. so that each of f,{v{i))  and k, picks each appropriate element of each set
{ /i (^ )-/a (y ) • /} (-)}  and {k 1 .k 2 .k 3 } respectively. Note that fp(p) % logIpp. /,(q ) % 
logl-,q. and /g(q) =s log tgp.
L em m a 11. Let (x .y .z ) be a solution to a Rosenberger equation. Then, there exists a 
constant k such that
fg(Q) <  f p i p )  ~  f q { q )  <  fg(Q)
Proof. We first suppose that q =  x. Let x„  be the larger real number such that /i(xm ) =
/a ly ) ~  fz{~)- Then
( 3 .3 )  o x ^  - r  by- -  cz- -  dxmy= -  =  0 .
Also, firom equation (3.2). we obtain that
( 3 .4 )  ax- - r  by~ - r  cz~ — dxyz  =  0 .
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Subtracting equation (3.4) from equation (3.3). we obtain:
(3.5) = {xm -  x)(ax ■-axm -  dyz).
Now. by solving equations (3.3) and (3.4) for x„, and x. we have:
—
dyz ±. yjcPy-z- — 4a [by- -r cz- — 
2 ^
and
_  dyz ±  y/dPy-z- — la(by- 4- cz-)
sa
Now. Xm > X. so Xm — X > 0. By the proof of Theorem 9. we know that x > 3yz for the 
case of equation R3  if x =  max*{x. y. z}. Thus. (a. 6 . c.d) = {1.1.2.4) implies that
^  =  (Xm -  x)(x T-Xm -  4ÿZ) >  x (x^  -  x) ^ 2  -  .
Note that (2 — j)  =  = >  0. The other cases of equation R3  and any cases of the other 
equation also give us the factors of the right hand side to be positive. Without loss of
generalit}'. we assume
^  =  (Xm -  x)(x - X m -  Ayz) > j  x (x„  - X .
By simplifying that, we obtain:
3
(3.6) X <  Xm <  X--i----.
X
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We may write Xm =  / f ^  ( fz iy )  -F this makes sense because the function f i  (r(l))
is a monotone increasing function, and / ifx ^ )  =  h i y )  ~  h i - ) -  Then, we apply /, (f(/)) 
to inequalities (3.6). Knowing x ^  > x. this yields
/ i  (x) < h ( y )  -F h { - )  < f i
H )
Thus, it is now sufficient to show that h  (x — ^) <  f i  (x) — A. Let L(x) be the tangent 
line of /v (x) a t point xq- Thus.
L (x )  =  A(Xo) -r / ' ( X o ) ( x  -  Xo)
= /.(x „ , -  J  ( -  -  - 0 ).
Vfciio -  4 -  kiXoy/kiXQ - A )
Then, let e > 0 . so that
L , .  -  \
yÂTÎX5  -  4 -  fciXoV^ÎXô -  4 /
Therefore, / ( x  -re) <  L{x — e) since /" (x  — e) < 0 . and this completes the proof for g = x. 
Similarly, this argument works for the other two cases. 2
D efin ition  5. Let 9T be a  finite connected subset of a tree fR which contains the funda­
mental triple. Let ÔÎR' be the set of solutions (x'. y'. P) € such that W u  {(x'. y'. r ') }
is connected.
For 9L 9T. and ÔfR'. we rather suppress the index variable n of that indicates nth 
Rosenberger equation since we are now studying an arbitrary Rosenberger tree.
Lem m a 12. We let |69T| and |9T| be the numbers o f elements in Ô9T and W respectively.
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Then, for equations R 3 ,  R 4 .  and R g .
(3.7) \ m ' \  = lîR'l ^  1.
Proof. We prove this using mathematical induction on the number of elements in fR'. For 
the base case, if |iR'| =  1. then only the fundamental triple is contained in iR'. Then, it 
is obvious, by looking at the trees, that we have that |0fR'| =  2. We now assume that 
equation (3.7) holds for iR' such that |fR'| =  t  — 1 . Let ÎR" be a subtree with k elements. 
Let {x'.y'.z ') be an element in iR" such that *R' =  iR "\{(x '.y '. z')} is still a subtree. Then. 
W  has ^ — 1 elements, so
IdfR'l =  ISR'I 4 .  1.
by the inductive hypothesis. However. c?fR" contains all elements of düV except for 
(x'. y'. z'). and also contains the two branches from (x'. y'. z'). Thus.
|cm"| =  |69T| - 1 - 2  
=  lafR'l -  2
= |c?fR"l -  1 . -
D efin ition  6 . Let r  =  {x '.y '.z ') .  and let 9V be the infinite tree of arbitrary Rosenberger 
equation rooted at f: that is. let 9V be the set of all triples in fR lying above the triple r. 
Then. iR may be written as a disjoint union as
9 l  =  9 T u  U  9 V -
rçasv
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D efin ition  7. Let
i\X T) =  I {(x.y.z) € 9 V :m a x { x .y .z }  < r} |.
L em m a 13. For T  larger than the g o f any (x .y .z ) 6  91'. we have:
(3.8) .V„(T) =  (:VXr) ^  1) -  1.
rgaw
Proof. By using equation (3.7). for sufficiently large T. it yields
. \ \{T )  =  |9T| -  5 3  . v x n
rsaw
=  iô9 i'i- 1 - 5 3  - 1 ) - 1 ^ 1
reaw
= ^  (:Vr(T) -  1 ) -  1 . □
D efin ition  8 . For an arbitrary solution (x .y .z ). let
9t(-) =  {(x.y.z) € 91 : o < r}.
L em m a 14. Let r = (x .y .z) be in 91. and let k he as m Lemma 11. W'e let a  =  f\{p).  
=  A(g)- Ot = fl ip )  -  f t-  and 3' = f^iq) -  p .  Then.
E ^ j i f i iT ) )  < XriT) < E ^ .A f3 (T )) .
Proof. First, we assume that g =  z. We define a map ■ 9tr — where is the 
Euclid tree as in Figure 1.10. Let {x .y .z )  6  9lf-. and let <&id_x.y.z) =  {s .t.u).  Using an
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induction argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 1 1 . we show that
A(x) < s. A(j/) <  i. A {i) <  Û.
Thus, if max{s. t. Û} <  A (T ). then
A (x) < s < M T ) .  
fziù) < i  < M T )  < M T ) .
M =) < à <  M T )  < M T ) .
thus.
max{x. ÿ. z} < T.
It implies that
(3.9) ^ c A M T ) )  < S A T ) .
Furthermore, for the second inequality, we replace q. J  by a '. J '. By Lemma 1 1 . it yields 
that
max{s.f. u} =  A(ÿ) — A (-) ~  ^  <  A (x) — — — ^  < A ( x ) ----
S~ S~ Q~ ÿ~
Hence, bv the induction, it follows that
(3.10) S A T )  < ( a (T) -  p )
By inequalities (3.9) and (3.10). the proof is completed for g =  z. By the identical
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argument, the other two cases may be proven, and this completes the proof. _
L em m a 15.
ACT) =  i o g r - 0 (i).
Proof. The proof is obvious. 2
L em m a 16.
(3.11) :V„(r) =  c x i o g r ^ o ( i ) ) - ^ o ( D x i o g r ^ o ( i ) ) - )
-  o  (E x io g r  ^  0 (D)) 4 -  o  (F x io g r  +  o ( i ) )  log log r -  0 (  d )  .
where
^  ^  1  Q _  ^   1 ________
^ / p ( P ) v , ( < 7 )  ■
We. again, suppress the index n rather than setting C „-. 0„.r- E„-- or F„.-.
Proof. Let us estimate the rarious terms in equation (3.8). By applying Lemma 1 1  and
Lemma 14 to Theorem 4 where we set a = fp{p) — O and 3 =  /,(q ) — O we
obtain:
A W - , ( D = ^  ( . o g r . o d , , -
(/p(p) ^ o ( p ) )  (A(9) -  O ( ? ) )
^  ( / p ( p ) + 0 { l ) )  ( / , ( g i t ^ O ( j ) }  ( / , ( p ) / , m )  <‘° s 7 ' - 0 ( 1 ) ) -
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Then, we take look at a  part of the first term of the equation:
f  fpiP) ]  (  f M )  \  (  1 ^
\ f p ( p )  -r 0 ( L)  J  y f ç ( q ) - T - 0 ( - p ) J  \ fp( p) f q( ç)  J
f  f p ( p ) - r O ( ^ )  —0 ( p } \  f  / g ( q ) - h O ( p )  —0 ( p } \  /  I \
■ V f p ( p ) ^ o { j , )  )  +  /  \fp ip )U < i)J
=  ^  ( D )  ^
IpiP)fqiQ) ^  (p /p (P )V q(9)) ' ^  (p /p (p ) /q (? )0  ^  fpiP)'/qW ) '^
/p(p)/?(9) ^  (p /p (p )-A (g ))  ’
As a result, equation (3.12) becomes:
= & i i J m )  °  i i ü k M )
Furthermore, the various — 1  in equation (3.8) may be absorbed in to the error term 
O )  since p < T .  Therefore, we obtain equation (3.11). □
T h eo rem  17. Let g be an arbttrary function o f two variables.
(3.13) 5 2  p(P'9) =  p(xo.yo) -r 5 2  (p (p -p )-y (9 -y )-y (p * 9 )) -
(i.p .i)€ a W ' (x.y.x)&K
Proof. We prove this using mathematical induction. For the base case, we let 91' be only 
the fundamental triple, then 691' is the two triples generated from the fundamental triple.
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Since $(xo,yo-A») =  (1 . 1 . 2 ). we know that p =  xq. q =  t/o- g =  -o- The left hand side of 
equation (3.13) is
5 2  9 ( p - ^ )  =  ~  g { y o ■=<))■
( x . ÿ . i ) € 3 ‘R
On the other hand, the right hand side of the equality (3.13) is:
q (x o , go) -F 5 2  (p (p -  g)  y(?T g)  -  g i p -  q ) )
( x o .y o . - î o i e a v
=  g(xo.go) -F (y(xo. zo) -f-q(yo.-o) - q ( x o . g o ) )
=  g ( x o .  Z o )  4 - q ( y o - - ^ ) -
Hence, equality (3.13) holds for the base case. Now. suppose equality (3.13) holds for any 
connected subtree 9T with k  elements. Suppose 91" is a subtree that has k — I elements. 
There exists a triple ( A .y A )  €  91" such that 91" \  {(x'. y'. z')} is still connected. Then. 
91' = 91" \  ( ( j / .y ' .  z')} has k  elements. Thus, using the inductive hypothesis.
5 2  g i p - g )  =  { 5 2  g i p - g ) \  ~ i g i p - ô ) - g { g ' ' g ' ) - g { p - g ) )
=  q(XQ.yo) -  I 5 2  i g i p - g )  ~  g i g - Q)  -  g i p - g ) )
\ ( x.s/.x)€5V
- (y(p'-g') ~ g {g -Q )  -g (p '.q ') )
=  q (x o .y o )  4 - 1 5 2  i g i P ' S )  ~  g i g - g )  -  g i p - g ) )
\ { x . y . x ) 6 « '
We have obtained what we have desired. Thus, by the principle of mathematical induction, 
equation (3.13) is true for any subtree of a Rosenberger tree. □
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L em m a 18. Let Cr. D^. Er. and F~ be as in Lemma 16. Then.
(3.14) Cr =  Cn +  O 1
(3.15) Dr
(3.16) Er =  O (logr)
(3.17) Fr = O (logr)
Proof. W'e first let g(p.q) = f (^p]f^^ q) hi equation (3.13). Then, the equation becomes:
(3 18) Y "  ^  ^ ^  "S" ( .^p(p) ~ -  /g (g )y
y /p (p )/,(q )/? g ) ) '
By Lemma 16 and equation (3.18). this yields the following equalities.
--/i(xo)A (yo) ~~ q ^ g f p i p ) M g )
=rV.(xo)/.(«.)
e<^
_  ^  f  f p i P )  ~  f q i g )  -  / g ( g ) \
\  f p i p ) U g ) f o ( Q )  J
_  ^  _  _3_ Y '  /  f p i p )  -r f g ( q )  -  f o { g ) \
" : r \ , f z L _ y  f p i P ) f M ) f p i o )  ) 'ir.ÿ.x)€!R
g>T
Furthermore, by using the result in Lemma 1 1 . we obttiin:
, / » / , ( 9 ) / . ( 9 l
e>T
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Thus, it follows that
(3.20) Cr =
^  log i^pP) log (^,9) log (f^go) )
We. then, consider: WpP~ - r  Wqcp - r  U7g ?  =  dpqg where, depending on the subindexes. 
( Wp. Wq. Wg) takes the coefficients of the Rosenberger equations a. b or c. It. therefore, yields 
tha t iVgg < dpq. and WgP < dcp. Thus, log {dwgg) < log(dq^) = 21og(dq). Consequently.
(3.21) log(dq) <  log (dWgg) < 2 1 og(dq).
Thus. O =  O ( b ^ ) .  Also. O =  <^(1)- Combining these with equa­
tion (3.20) gives:
(3.22)
- -  (  P" ‘ “ 8  9 '°S «.-,9) )
S > T
g>~
(
(i.ÿ.z)tîa 
\  ?>’*
Then, we estimate the sum in equation (3.22) using Abel's smnmation:
f  1  \  _  Y " (g) ~  (g ~  1 )
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By listing the first few terms, one may realize tha t we may restate the sum as:
(x.£^€«h 9 /  ^  !)• lo^(T  -  1)
e>T
' (-) (log:^o ( g ^  l ) = lo g - ( g - 1 ) )
In the above, the bounds implied by the O notation in the infinite sum is uniformly
bounded, so we may switch it to the infinite sum. According to the result in Corollary 10.
it is the fact that is bounded. Hence, 
log*  r
e > r
By equation (3.22) and equation (3.23). we obtain equation (3.14). Further, since g > r. 
we observe that D . < r"*Cr =  O (:^).  which is equation (3.15). For equation (3.16). we 
apply g{p.q) =  to equation (3.13). and we. first of all. obtain that
(3.24) y  _ ! _  =  _ L _ ^  y
e<~
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Since /,(q ) % logk^q. equation (3.24) with equation (3.21) becomes:
(3.25)
g < T  g < r  g < T
where <K indicates that the equation is bounded by where .1 /  is a positive real
number. Thus, it is sufficient to show that equation (3.25) implies equation (3.16):
z — =y* ■ ^  Incr n 4  ,v(s) -  iV(o -  1 )U  ' ° 8  9
S<T
r —I
By applying the result in Corollary 10. equation (3.25) indeed yields equation (3.16). 
y  = O(Iogr) -  y  O ( 1 )  = O(logî-).
Finally, since F- Er. knowing E- =  O (logr). we conclude that F- =  O (logr). There­
fore. the proof is completed. 2
T h eo rem  19. LetCn be as defined m equation (3.14). The number of solution ( x . y . z )  to 
a Rosenberger equation such that max{x. y. c} < T  is given by
(3.26) N A T ) = C„ (log T)~ -  O (log F(log log T)~) as F  -  oc.
Proof. By plugging in each (3.14). (3.15). (3.16). and (3.17) into equation (3.11). we obtain
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that
N A T ) = +  0  ( lo g r-F O (i))-
-  O ^  ((o (io g -)) (logT - o u m
-r ((O(Iogr)) (logF -r 0 ( 1 )) log (log r  -rO (l)))
=  C „(lo g r ^  0 (1 ))- 4 - O ^ ( to g r^ ^ O (l))^ ^ _  0 (( lo g r) /( r))
-4 0 ((logr)logT ) -r 0 (0 ( 1 ) log ( lo g r  - 0 ( 1 )))
=  c „ ( i o g r  +  0 ( 1 ) ) -  4-  o
-4 O ((log r)  log F) 4 -0 (0 ( 1 )  log (log F  - 0 ( 1 ) ) ) .
We now choose the -.-alueof r .  Setting dogT^(i))- =  (log-) logF-rO ( 1 ) log (logF  — 0(1)). 
we may approximate an appropriate value for r  and find r  = With this choice, we
obtain:
.vxn = c(iogF^o(i))=-o ^ l o g F - O ( l ) ) - ^
(  y logr Y  
\  \  log log r  y /
- O ^ ^ l o g ^ l ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^  logF^ - 0 ( 0 ( l ) l o g ( l o g F - 0 ( l ) ) )  
= c„(io g F  -  0 ( 1 ))- -  o  ^ (,t°g { -  ^
-4 O ((logF  4 -0(1)) log logF log(logF  -r 0(1)))
=  C„(logF)- 4- O (log F  (log log F ) - ) .
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 .
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CHAPTER 4 
COMPUTATIONS
In this chapter, we describe how we compute approximate values of the constants C„. 
This Mathematica program has been developed by Dr. Arthur Baragar in the Department 
of Mathematical Sciences and has been modified by the author. Note that the sentences 
inside of (* *) indicate comments. This program calculates the left hand side of equa­
tion (3.18).
(♦ A user stores the values of coefficient here. *)  
a = Input["Type the value of the coefficient a."]
b = Input["Type the value of the coefficient b."]
c = Input["Type the value of the coefficient c."]
d = Input["Type the value of the coefficient d . "]
(♦ A user stores the values of the fundamental triple here. *)
X = Input["Type the first element of the fundamental triple."];
y = Input["Type the second element of the fundamental triple."];
z = Input["Type the third element of the fundamentad. triple."];
(.* A user defines the boundary value T here. *) 
t = Input["Type the boundary value tau."];
(.* It defines value of the constants k . *)
k = {d/Sqrt[b*c], d/Sqrt[a*c], d/Sqrt[a*b]>;
(* The branch operations are executed here. ♦)
60
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bl CP J  : = { (d/a) *P C [2] 3 *P [ [3] ] -P [ Cl] ] . P [ [2] ] . P [ [3] ] > ; 
b2[Pj:= {P[[l]].(d/b)*P[[l]]*P[[3]]-P[[2]],P[[3]]}; 
b 3[Pj:= {P[[l]],P[[2]].(d/c)%P[[l]]%P[[2]]-P[[3]]};
(* The functions (3.1) is defined here. ♦) 
f [T_,»_]:= N [Log[(k[[w]3 #T+Sqrt [(k[[w]3‘2)♦(T*2)-4])/2].30]:
(♦ The equation (3.18) is defined here. *)
g [ P _ . t f J  : =  M [ f  [ P [ [ w 3 3  , w 3 / ( f  [ P [ [ l 3 3  , i 3 * f  [ P C C 2 3 3  , 2 3 > ^ f  [ P [ [ 3 3 3  . 3 3 )  . 3 0 3  ;
( * Evaluate (3.14) by using (3.19). *) 
cnt[P_,t_3 : =
If [t=l, If[P[[l33<T, cnt[b2[P3 .23 +cnt[b3[P3 ,3] . g[P.l33 .
I f  [ t = 2 .  I f [ P [ [ 2 3 3 < T ,  c n t [ b l [ P 3 . l 3 + c n t [ b 3 [ P 3 . 3 3 .  g [ P . 2 3 3  ,
If [P[[333<T. cnt [bl [P3.13 +cnt [b2 [P]. 23. g [P.33333 :
( * The initialization of the program is executed here. *)
N [(3/(Pi-2) ) * (cnt C-Cx, y .z>, 33 ) . 303
As Table 4.1 indicates, these constants converge in the first 12 decimal digits around 
T  =  10®. \Ve must note that the \-alue of Cg tends to converge to 0.588051990717 according 
to oiur program, but that equation Rg has two fundamental triples, so we must double the 
\"alue of the constant.
T II Q  I C4 I Cg
10- il 0.543808773432 | 0.554238122395 i 1.176097024748
10-* !| 0.543809447261 1 0.554239131118 i 1.176103981248
10® II 0.543809447296 | 0.554239131152 I 1.176103981434 
10® I 0.543809447296 | 0.554239131152 | 1.176103981434
Table 4.1: A Table for the Constant C„
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